
  

  
600 East Fourth Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
704-336-2205 
www.crtpo.org 
 
TO:  CRTPO Delegates & Alternates 
FROM:  Robert W. Cook, AICP 
  CRTPO Secretary 
DATE:  November 10, 2016 
 
SUBJECT: November 2016 Meeting 

Charlotte Regional Transportation Planning Organization  
Wednesday, November 16, 6:00 PM 

 
The November 2016 meeting of the Charlotte Regional Transportation Planning 
Organization (CRTPO) is scheduled for Wednesday, November 16, 2016.   
 
The meeting will begin at 6:00 PM* and will be held in Room 267 of the Charlotte-
Mecklenburg Government Center, 600 E. Fourth St., Charlotte.   
 
Education Session 
An education session will be held at 5:00 PM in Room 280. Van Argabright, David 
Wasserman, Sarah Lee and Jason Schronce representing NCDOT’s Division of Planning & 
Programming, will provide an overview of funding and project development.  The session 
will be of interest to delegates and alternates wishing to know more about how a project 
moves from concept to reality.  
 
*The Metropolitan Transit Commission will meet in Room 267 at 5:00 PM; however it is anticipated 
that their meeting will conclude in time for the CRTPO meeting to begin at 6:00 PM. 
 
Accessing the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Government Center 
The Charlotte-Mecklenburg Government Center is located at 600 E. Fourth St. (corner of Fourth and Davidson streets) in 
uptown Charlotte.  Parking is available in the Government Center parking deck located on Davidson St. between Third and 
Fourth streets; on-street parking is also available.   
 
There are two ways to enter the Government Center.  Enter via the large staircase on the Davidson St. side or through the 
plaza entrance facing E. Fourth St.  (This is a handicapped accessible entrance.)    Once inside the building, security staff will 
assist you to Room 267.   
 
Non-Discrimination Policy 
It is the policy of the Mecklenburg-Union Metropolitan Planning Organization to ensure that no person shall, on the 
ground of race, color, sex, age, national origin, or disability, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or 
be otherwise subjected to discrimination under any program or activity as provided by Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 
1964, the Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1987, and any other related non-discrimination Civil Rights laws and authorities. 
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Charlotte Regional Transportation Planning Organization 
November 16, 2016  

 
 

5:00 PM Education Session 
NCDOT Overview of Funding & Project Development 

Room 280 
What does it take to get a project funded in the TIP? The presentation will inform the MPO on the various 
phases of prioritization, the process to program projects into the STIP, and coordination between MPOs 
and NCDOT throughout the process.  Staff from NCDOT’s Division of Planning & Programming will 
conduct the presentation. 
 

6:00 PM Meeting Agenda 
Room 267 

 
1. Call to Order                       Jim Taylor 
 
2. Adoption of the Agenda                        Jim Taylor 

 
3. Citizen Comment Period                   Jim Taylor 
 MPO bylaws limit the comment period to 20 minutes. 
  
4.  Ethics Awareness & Conflict of Interest Reminder                    Jim Taylor 
 
5. Approval of Minutes                         Jim Taylor 

ACTION REQUESTED: Approve the October 2016 meeting minutes as presented. 
 
ATTACHMENT: Draft October 2016 minutes. 

  
6.  2016-2025 Transportation Improvement Program Amendments 

a. CATS Amendment: Section 5307 Funding            David McDonald 
ACTION REQUESTED: Amend the 2016-2025 TIP to correct the funding match and years of 
funding for TIP# TO-5149 in order to provide federal operating assistance funding to the Iredell 
County Area Transportation System (ICATS).  
 
TCC RECOMMENDATION: At its November meeting, the Technical Coordinating Committee 
unanimously recommended that the board approve the amendment. 
 
BACKGROUND: See the attached memorandum for details. 
 
ATTACHMENT: Memorandum. 

 
b. CATS Amendment: I-5405 Transit Service Expansion          David McDonald 
ACTION REQUESTED: Amend the 2016-2025 TIP to add funding to operate additional transit 
service during the I-77 construction project and fund additional public outreach to promote these 
services as well as other travel demand management options as a congestion mitigation effort 
during I-77 construction. 
 
TCC RECOMMENDATION: At its November meeting, the Technical Coordinating Committee 
unanimously recommended that the board approve the amendment. 
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BACKGROUND: See the attached memorandum. 
 
ATTACHMENT: Memorandum. 
 
c. Monroe Expressway        David Tyeryar 
ACTION REQUESTED: Approve an amendment to modify project funding to update the plan of 
finance for the Monroe Expressway. 
 
TCC RECOMMENDATION: At its November meeting, the Technical Coordinating Committee 
unanimously recommended that the board approve the amendment. 
 
BACKGROUND: 
• NCDOT has requested that the CRTPO take action to amend the TIP to modify project 

funding to reflect an updated plan of finance. 
• Funding represents $114 million in revenue bonds and $166.5 million in Transportation 

Infrastructure Finance and Innovation (TIFIA) Act loans.    
 

7.  MPO Regional Agreements          Robert Cook 
ACTION REQUESTED: Approve agreements between the CRTPO and the Gaston-Cleveland-
Lincoln MPO and the Greater Hickory MPO. 
 
TCC RECOMMENDATION: At its November meeting, the Technical Coordinating Committee 
unanimously recommended that the board approve both agreements. 
 
BACKGROUND:  
• Federal regulations require that if more than one MPO has been designated to serve an 

urbanized area (UZA), an agreement must be executed describing how the metropolitan 
transportation planning processes will be coordinated. 

• The Charlotte UZA extends into counties, which are part of the planning areas of the Gaston-
Cleveland-Lincoln and Greater Hickory MPOs.   

• The agreements establish coordination procedures between the CRTPO and the two MPOs. 
 

ATTACHMENT: Draft agreements. 
 
8.  Project Oversight Committee Update           Neil Burke 

ACTION REQUESTED: FYI 
 
BACKGROUND:  
• An update on the Project Oversight Committee’s recommendations to incorporate 

modifications to the STP-DA criteria will be provided. 
• A proposed schedule that includes the adoption of the modified criteria for STP-DA projects, 

and a 2017 call for projects will be reviewed. 
• A joint MPO/TCC workshop on the proposed STP-DA criteria changes will be held on 

Wednesday, December 7 in the Innovation Station Conference Room on the eighth floor of 
the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Government Center. 

 
9.  Comprehensive Transportation Plan        Robert Cook 

ACTION REQUESTED: FYI 
 
BACKGROUND: Staff will seek direction from the board regarding January adoption of the four 
CTP maps: Highway, Bicycle, Pedestrian, Public Transportation/Rail. 
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ATTACHMENT: Click here for additional information about the CTP. 
 

10.  LYNX Silver Line/Southeast Corridor Transit Study            Jason Lawrence 
ACTION REQUESTED: FYI 
 
BACKGROUND:  
• CATS has completed an alternative analysis and transit study for the LYNX Silver line and 

Southeast Corridor. 
• The study area extends 13.5 miles from center city Charlotte to the Union County line. 
• CATS staff presented a light rail recommendation to the Metropolitan Transit Commission 

(MTC) at its September 28 meeting. 
• The staff recommendation is scheduled for action at the November 16 MTC meeting.   
 
ATTACHMENT: Click here for additional information about the LYNX Silver Line/Southeast 
Corridor Transit Study. 

 
11.  2045 Metropolitan Transportation Plan        Robert Cook 

ACTION REQUESTED: FYI 
 
BACKGROUND:  
• Staff will seek direction from the board regarding beginning public outreach in January. 
• The 2045 MTP Advisory Committee has held extensive discussions on goals and objectives 

for the 2045 MTP and has prepared a draft version. Staff is seeking board member comments 
on the draft goals and objectives at this stage in their development to ensure the Advisory 
Committee’s work is satisfactory. 

 
ATTACHMENT: Draft 2045 MTP goals and objectives. 

 
12. Bonus Allocation Assessment                        Robert Cook 

ACTION REQUESTED: FYI 
 
BACKGROUND: 
• In the fall of 2015, staff requested the Centralina Council of Governments to undertake an 

assessment of the process to allocate bonus allocation funds associated with the I-77 express 
lanes project. 

• The assessment’s purpose was to learn from the bonus allocation process in order to help 
improve other CRTPO processes. 

• The Project Oversight Committee has conducted a preliminary review of the assessment’s 
recommendations. 

 
13.  Upcoming Agenda Items               Robert Cook 

ACTION REQUESTED: FYI 
 
BACKGROUND: Review of items that will appear on future agendas.  

 
14. Adjourn 

http://crtpo.org/plans-programs/comprehensive-transportation-plan
http://charlottenc.gov/cats/transit-planning/Pages/silver-line.aspx
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CHARLOTTE REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLANNING ORGANIZATION 
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Government Center, Room CH-14 

October 19, 2016 Meeting 
Summary Minutes 

 
Members Attending:   
Greg Phipps (Charlotte), Woody Washam (Cornelius), Beth Cashion (Davidson), Rob Kidwell (Huntersville), Jim 
Taylor (Matthews), Dumont Clarke (Mecklenburg County), Frederick Becker (Mineral Springs), Eddie Dingler 
(Mooresville), Jack Edwards (Pineville), Michael Johnson (Statesville), Steve Maher (Waxhaw), Scott Buzzard 
(Weddington), Paul Kaperonis (Wesley Chapel),Tracy Dodson (NCBOT-Division 10), Ned Curran, (NCBOT-
Division 12) 
 
Non-Voting Members Attending: 
Elizabeth McMillan (Char-Meck Planning Commission), Jim Walker (NC Turnpike Authority) 
 
1. Call to Order              

Chairman Jim Taylor called the October 2016 CRTPO meeting to order at 6:03 PM. He welcomed 
Elizabeth McMillan who is the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Planning Commission’s new representative.   

 
2. Adoption of the Agenda   

Summary: 
Chairman Taylor asked if there were items to be added to the agenda or changed. No additions or changes 
were identified.    
 
Motion: 
Woody Washam made a motion to adopt the agenda as presented.  Beth Cashion seconded the motion.  
Upon being put to a vote, the motion to adopt the agenda was approved unanimously.  
 

3. Citizen Comment Period 
No comments were made. 
  

4. Ethics Awareness & Conflict of Interest Reminder 
Mr. Cook read the ethics awareness and conflict of interest reminder.  No board members identified 
conflicts.  

 
5. Approval of Minutes  

Summary: 
 Chairman Taylor requested action on the August 2016 meeting minutes.   
 

Motion: 
Mr. Washam made a motion to adopt the August 2016 meeting minutes as presented.  Mayor Maher 
seconded the motion.  Upon being put to a vote, the motion was adopted unanimously. 

 
6. Prioritization 4.0 

Presenter:   
Neil Burke 
 
Summary: 
Mr. Burke provided information to the MPO via a Power Point presentation, the contents of which are 
incorporated into the minutes. The presentation’s purpose was to obtain the board’s approval of the list of 
projects to receive Division Needs points and to affirm that the CRTPO’s public involvement procedures 
and methodology were followed in the points allocation process.  The project list, as well as the process to 
develop the list, was reviewed.  The sole comment (from Sustain Charlotte) received during the public 
comment period was reviewed. The points allocation process resulted in six points not being allocated.  It 
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was recommended that those points be allocated to the Greater Hickory MPO for that organization to apply 
to its portion of the NC 150 widening in its jurisdiction.  The presentation concluded by noting that the TCC 
had unanimously recommended that the board take the action requested. Greg Phipps asked if Sustain 
Charlotte’s comments were limited to Division 10.  Mr. Burke replied that the comments applied to the 
entire CRTPO planning area.  Mayor Becker asked if the six points recommended for donation to the 
Greater Hickory MPO were meaningful to that organization.  Mr. Burke replied that they were and could 
assist moving the project forward.       

 
Motion: 
The board took separate actions on the two action requests.  
1.) Michael Johnson made a motion to approve the projects proposed for Division Needs local input points 
assignment as presented.  Greg Phipps seconded the motion.  Upon being put to a vote, the motion was 
approved unanimously. 2.) Rob Kidwell made a motion to affirm that the CRTPO’s public involvement 
procedures and the local input methodology had been followed. Mr. Washam seconded the motion.  Upon 
being put to a vote, the motion was approved unanimously. 
 

7. FY 2017 Unified Planning Work Program Amendments 
Presenter:   
Robert Cook 
 
Summary: 
Mr. Cook provided information to the MPO via a Power Point presentation, the contents of which are 
incorporated into the minutes. The presentation’s purpose was to obtain the MPO’s approval of the three 
requested amendments for local planning projects. The three amendments were: 1.) Indian Trail:   
Reallocate $40,000 from Faith Church Road Alignment Study to the Wesley Chapel-Stouts Road Corridor 
Study.  2.) Mooresville: Support the Downtown Mooresville Railroad Crossing study with $60,000 in FY 
2017 Planning funds. 3.) Troutman: Allocate FY 2017 funds to the US 21/NC 115 corridor study that was 
originally funded in FY 2016.  It was explained that the Mooresville and Troutman requests will utilize the 
FY 2016 funds allocated to the projects, thus there will be no impact on the FY 2017 budget.  The carryover 
of FY 2016 funds for the two projects was supported by the FHWA and NCDOT. The TCC unanimously 
recommended that the board approve the amendments. 
 
Motion: 
Mr. Washam made a motion to approve the amendments to the FY 2017 UPWP as presented.  Dumont 
Clarke seconded the motion.  Upon being put to a vote, the motion was adopted unanimously. 
 

8. MPO Regional Agreements-RFATS 
Presenter:   
Robert Cook 
 
Summary: 
Mr. Cook provided information to the MPO via a Power Point presentation, the contents of which are 
incorporated into the minutes. The presentation’s purpose was to obtain the board’s approval of an 
agreement with the Rock Hill-Ft. Mill Area Transportation Study (RFATS) to transfer planning 
responsibilities for portions of the Charlotte urbanized area from the CRTPO to RFATS.  The TCC 
unanimously recommended that the board approve the agreement.   
 
Motion: 
Mayor Becker made a motion to approve the agreement with the Rock Hill-Ft. Mill Area Transportation 
Study as requested.  Beth Cashion seconded the motion.  Upon being put to a vote, the motion was adopted 
unanimously. 

 
9. Faith Church Road Extension Alignment Study  

Presenter:   
Adam McLamb, Town of Indian Trail 
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Summary: 
Mr. McLamb stated that the request before the board was to obtain its approval of an amendment to the 
existing Thoroughfare Plan, as well as the CTP’s Highway map, to remove the Faith Church Road 
extension, from Old Monroe Road to Potter Road.  In addition, Indian Trail was also seeking the board’s 
approval of adding a multi-use path to the CTP’s Bicycle and Pedestrian maps in the Faith Church Road 
extension’s corridor.  The results of a study that analyzed the feasibility of constructing the extension were 
reviewed.  The study found that the extension was not buildable.  The Town of Indian Trail endorsed the 
study’s findings, and the TCC unanimously recommended that the MPO amend the Thoroughfare Plan and 
CTP as requested. 
 
Motion: 
Mr. Kidwell made a motion to approve the deletion of the Faith Church Road extension from the 
Thoroughfare Plan and the CTP Highway map, and to amend the CTP’s Bicycle and Pedestrian maps to 
show a multi-use path in the same corridor, as requested.  Mayor Becker seconded the motion.  Upon being 
put to a vote, the motion was adopted unanimously. 
 

10. Charlotte Area Transit System TIP Amendments 
Presenter:   
David McDonald 
 
Summary: 
Mr. McDonald stated that this item was being presented for information; action will be requested at the 
November meeting.  The 2016-2025 TIP must be amended to correct the funding match and years of 
funding for TIP# TO-5149 in order to provide federal operating assistance funding to the Iredell County 
Area Transportation System (ICATS).  CATS is the designated recipient for Federal Transit Administration 
(FTA) funds allocated to the Charlotte urbanized area. 
 

11. Metrolina Region Community Viz Initiative  
Presenter:   
Matt Noonkester, City Explained 
 
Summary: 
Curtis Bridges introduced Mr. Noonkester by stating that his services had been retained to develop a 
framework to use the Community Viz model to improve the methods by which socioeconomic data are 
allocated to transportation analysis zones. Mr. Noonkester provided information to the MPO via a Power 
Point presentation, the contents of which are incorporated into the minutes. This is the first time the model 
has been used for this task, and has resulted in a more rigorous and defensible data allocation process.  It 
was explained that the planning process used a “bottom up” approach that considered development status, 
land suitability and buildout estimates to allocate growth. Mr. Noonkester emphasized that each step of this 
initiative was vetted through local and county staff, the region’s MPOs, and a project steering committee. 
Community Viz will also be used in the development of the 2045 Metropolitan Transportation Plan and the 
congestion management process (CMP). He concluded his presentation by summarizing the steps to 
complete the project which include the packaging of final socioeconomic datasets for the Metrolina regional 
travel demand model and updating the MTP and CTP. Chairman Taylor asked if the process included input 
from municipalities.  Mr. Noonkester replied that county-level coordination meetings were held, but that the 
meetings were not limited to county staff, and included the municipalities. 

 
12. Bonus Allocation Assessment   

Presenter:   
Jason Wager, Centralina Council of Governments 
 
Summary: 
Mr. Wager provided information to the MPO via a Power Point presentation, the contents of which are 
incorporated into the minutes. The presentation’s purpose was to provide information to the board about the 
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project, which was intended to learn from the process by which I-77 bonus allocation funds were allocated 
so as to improve other CRTPO processes.  The procedures used to conduct the assessment were reviewed. 
MPO delegates, TCC members and staff involved in the process were interviewed in February 2016. The 
assessment’s major takeaways were: CRTPO stakeholders care about the work they do; strong interest in all 
participating parties being successful; CRTPO staff, TCC members, and elected officials are well respected 
among peers & between peer groups; recognition that CRTPO work is complex.  The assessment resulted in 
18 recommendations on how the CRTPO can improve its processes.  (The full draft report and its 
recommendations were supplied to the board the following day via email.)  The TCC discussed this issue at 
its September meeting, and asked the Project Oversight Committee to review the recommendations. More 
information will be provided at upcoming CRTPO meetings. 

 
13. Comprehensive Transportation Plan  

Presenter:   
Robert Cook 
 
Summary: 
Mr. Cook provided information to the MPO via a Power Point presentation, the contents of which are 
incorporated into the minutes. The presentation’s primary purpose was to review the major comments that 
were received.  The comments were discussed, as were the likely responses.  The issue that received the 
most comments was the proposed Southwest Troutman bypass.  Most commenters asked that it be removed 
from the plan.  Staff conducted an analysis of the bypass using the Metrolina regional travel demand model, 
which found that the bypass’ projected traffic volumes indicates a need for some type of project is needed. 
A more detailed analysis will be undertaken.  Mr. Cook stated that staff hoped to present the CTP maps for 
adoption in January. 
 

14. Upcoming Agenda Items  
Presenter:   
Robert Cook 
 
Summary: 
Mr. Cook stated that the November agenda would include a request for action on at least two additional 
MPO regional agreements, and further information on the CTP.  He also noted that the meeting would be 
preceded by an education session on project development conducted by NCDOT staff.  It was also 
mentioned that the Metropolitan Transit Commission would be meeting at 5:00 PM in the same room on 
November 16, but that the CRTPO would likely be able to start on time.  (The MTC moved its meeting 
because the regular monthly meeting date conflicted with Thanksgiving.) 

 
15. Adjourn 
 The meeting adjourned at 7:40 PM.    



 
 
  

 

 
M E M O R A N D U M 

 
TO:   CRTPO Delegates & Alternates 
   
FROM: E. D. McDonald, II, PE  

Transit Planning Manager 
 
SUBJECT: TO-5149 TIP Amendment  
  Agenda Item 6a 
 
DATE: November 16, 2016 
 
ACTION REQUESTED:  Amend the TIP to correct the funding match and 
years of funding for TIP# TO-5149 in order to provide federal operating 
assistance funding to the Iredell County Area Transportation System 
(ICATS). 
 
TCC RECOMMENDATION: At its November 2016 meeting, the TCC 
unanimously recommended that the board approve the amendment. 
 
BACKGROUND: 
• Federal Urbanized Area Formula Program funds (5307 funds) are 

distributed directly to the Designated and Direct recipients in urbanized 
areas that are greater than 200,000 in population (such as the Charlotte, 
NC-SC urbanized area) 

• The CRTPO has confirmed the Charlotte Area Transit System (CATS) as the 
Designated Recipient for the Charlotte, NC-SC Urbanized area and has authorized 
ICATS to become a Direct Recipient. 

• ICATS has not yet completed the federal requirements to become a 
Direct Recipient and has requested that they be a Sub-Recipient to 
CATS until they can complete the process.  

• As a result, ICATS 5307 funds will come through the CATS Grant 
process. 

 
REASON FOR THE AMENDMENT: 
• Since ICATS plans to utilize their share of the 5307 funds for operating 

expenses federal law requires a 50% match.   
• The current TIP TO-5149 inaccurately lists the local match as less 

than 50% and FTA will not execute the grant to authorize these funds 
until the TIP is amended. 

• The amendment will increase the local match to 50% and will ensure 
these funds are available to ICATS to cover the planned expenses in 
their upcoming budget 

 
 

 



 
 
  

 

 
M E M O R A N D U M 

 
TO:   CRTPO Delegates & Alternates 
   
FROM: E. D. McDonald, II, PE  

Transit Planning Manager 
 
SUBJECT: I-5405 TIP Amendment  
  Agenda Item 6b 
 
DATE: November 16, 2016 
 
ACTION REQUESTED:  Amend the TIP to add funding to operate 
additional transit service during the I-77 construction project and fund 
additional public outreach to promote these services as well as other travel 
demand management options as a congestion mitigation effort during I-77 
construction.   
 
TCC RECOMMENDATION: At its November 2016 meeting, the TCC 
unanimously recommended that the board approve the amendment. 
 
BACKGROUND: 
• NCDOT and CATS have worked closely on a plan to increase transit 

service in the I-77 corridor during construction in order to mitigate traffic 
delays and provide an alternative to the construction congestion. 

• NCDOT has sponsored similar efforts in conjunction with other major 
highway projects.  Recent examples include the I-40 widening in Raleigh 
and similar projects in Winston-Salem. 

• The Plan includes two primary element: 
1. NCDOT will fund 15 additional peak transit trips on the express 

routes (53X, 48X and 77X) that will result in greater bus 
frequency (20, 12 and 10 minute respectively) as well as 
greater transit capacity in the corridor during construction. 

2. NCDOT will also fund additional Public Outreach to promote 
these services as well as other congestion reduction efforts.  
Examples include Vanpool, Carpool, Flex Schedules, and 
Telecommuting.  

• These efforts will be funded with Federal and State highway funds.  The federal 
funding source is from Surface Transportation Block Grant Funds (STBG), 
previously known as STP funds under the MAP-21.   

 



Memorandum of Agreement between the Gaston-Cleveland-Lincoln Metropolitan 
Planning Organization (GCLMPO) and the Charlotte Regional Transportation 
Planning Organization (CRTPO) for the Transfer of Planning Responsibility and 
Authority for the Portion of the Charlotte, NC-SC Urbanized Area Located within 
Gaston County, North Carolina and Lincoln County, North Carolina 

 
23 USC 134 and Section 8 of the Federal Transit Act require that a  Metropolitan  Planning Organization 
(MPO) be designated for each  Census-defined  Urbanized Area;  and  that  if necessary, the  boundaries  of 
the  MPO be expanded  after  each decennial  Census to cover the Census-defined  Urbanized  Area. 

 
As a result of the 2010 Census, portions of the Charlotte, NC-SC Urbanized Area are located within 
Lincoln County and Gaston County. The portion of the Charlotte, NC-SC Urbanized Area in Lincoln 
County is newly designated and was not previously located within an existing MPO boundary. The 
GCLMPO amended its Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA) boundary to include this area. The portion of 
the Charlotte, NC-SC Urbanized Area in Gaston County is newly designated and is currently located 
within the GCLMPO (formerly Gaston Urban Area Metropolitan Planning Organization) boundary. This 
agreement is intended to document and transfer transportation planning responsibilities and activities for 
these areas between the GCLMPO and CRTPO. 

 
It has been mutually agreed upon that both GCLMPO and CRTPO will each continue to carry out federal 
planning requirements required by 23 USC 134, 49 USC 5305 and 23 CFR Part 450 for the Urbanized 
Areas, or portions thereof, currently within their respective Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA) boundaries, 
as follows: 

 
1. Federal transportation planning requirements for the portions of the Charlotte, NC-SC 

Urbanized Area that lie within Gaston County and Lincoln County and thus within the MPA 
boundary of GCLMPO shall be provided by GCLMPO; and 

 
2. Allocation and distribution of federal (PL) planning funds and STP-DA funds for CRTPO will 

be based upon the Charlotte, NC-SC Urbanized Area as defined by the 2010 Census and may 
be utilized anywhere within the CRTPO MPA boundary; and 

 
3. Allocation and distribution of federal (PL) planning funds for GCLMPO  will be based upon  

the Gastonia, NC-SC Urbanized Area as defined by the 2010 Census and may be utilized 
anywhere within the GCLMPO MPA boundary; and 

 
4. Allocation and distribution of federal transit planning funds for CRTPO will  be based upon  

the Charlotte, NC-SC Urbanized Area as defined by the 2010 Census and may be utilized 
anywhere within the CRTPO MPA boundary. GCLMPO, CRTPO and local transit providers 
have entered into memoranda of understanding through which transit planning funding is 
shared among transit providers including the Charlotte Area Transit System (CATS) and 
Gastonia Transit; and 

 
5. Allocation and distribution of federal transit planning funds for GCLMPO will be based upon 

the Gastonia, NC-SC Urbanized Area as defined by the 2010 Census and may be utilized 
anywhere within the GCLMPO MPA boundary. GCLMPO, CRTPO and local transit providers 
have entered into memoranda of understanding through which transit planning funding is 
shared among transit providers including the Charlotte Area Transit System (CATS) and 
Gastonia Transit; and 



 
6. Data collection for planning activities shall be conducted jointly by GCLMPO and CRTPO to 

support development of transportation planning activities, including but not limited to 
development of performance measures, Metropolitan Transportation Plans, Congestion 
Management Processes and the Metrolina Regional Travel Demand Model, which is housed 
at the Charlotte Department of Transportation and NCDOT. 

 
7. The Gaston-Cleveland-Lincoln Metropolitan Planning Organization (GCLMPO) and the 

Charlotte Regional Transportation Planning Organization (CRTPO) have entered into a 
Memoranda of Agreement with the North Carolina Division of Air Quality, North Carolina 
Department of Transportation, US Environmental Protection Agency, Federal Highway 
Administration and Federal Transit Administration to  satisfy  the  requirement  in Clean Air 
Act section 176(c)(4)(E) to create a state conformity SIP containing the following three 
requirements of the Federal Transportation Conformity Rule, 40 CFR part 93 subpart A: (1) 40 
CFR 93.105, which addresses consultation procedures; (2) 40 CFR 93.122(a)(4)(ii), which states 
that conformity SIPs must require written commitments to control measures to be obtained 
prior to a conformity determination if the control measures are not included in an Metropolitan 
Planning Organization's transportation plan and transportation improvement program, and 
that such commitments be fulfilled; and (3) 40 CFR 93.125(c),  which  states that conformity 
SIPs must require written commitments to mitigation measures to be  obtained prior to a 
project-level  conformity  determination,  and  that  project  sponsors comply with such  
commitments. 



Memorandum of Agreement between the Greater Hickory Metropolitan Planning 
Organization and the Charlotte Regional Transportation Planning Organization 
(CRTPO) for the Transfer of Planning Responsibility and Authority for the Portion 
of the Charlotte, NC-SC Urbanized Area Located within Catawba County, North 
Carolina 

 
23 USC 134 and Section 8 of the Federal Transit Act require that a  Metropolitan  Planning Organization 
(MPO) be designated for each  Census-defined  Urbanized Area;  and  that  if necessary, the  boundaries  of 
the  MPO be expanded  after  each decennial  Census to cover the Census-defined  Urbanized  Area. 

 
As a result of the 2010 Census, a portion of the Charlotte, NC-SC Urbanized Area is located within 
Catawba County. The portion of the Charlotte, NC-SC Urbanized Area in Catawba County is newly 
designated and was not previously located within an existing MPO boundary. The Greater Hickory MPO 
amended its Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA) boundary to include this area. This agreement is intended 
to document and transfer transportation planning responsibilities and activities for this area between the 
Greater Hickory MPO and CRTPO. 

 
It has been mutually agreed upon that both the Greater Hickory and CRTPO will each continue to carry 
out federal planning requirements required by 23 USC 134, 49 USC 5305 and 23 CFR Part 450 for the 
Urbanized Areas, or portions thereof, currently within their respective Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA) 
boundaries, as follows: 

 
1. Federal transportation planning requirements for the portions of the Charlotte, NC-SC 

Urbanized Area that lie within Catawba County and thus within the MPA boundary of Greater 
Hickory MPO shall be provided by Greater Hickory MPO; and 

 
2. Allocation and distribution of federal (PL) planning funds and STP-DA funds for CRTPO will 

be based upon the Charlotte, NC-SC Urbanized Area as defined by the 2010 Census and may 
be utilized anywhere within the CRTPO MPA boundary; and 

 
3. Allocation and distribution of federal (PL) planning funds for Greater Hickory MPO  will be 

based upon  the Hickory, NC Urbanized Area as defined by the 2010 Census and may be 
utilized anywhere within the Greater Hickory MPO MPA boundary; and 

 
4. Allocation and distribution of federal transit planning funds for CRTPO will  be based upon  

the Charlotte, NC-SC Urbanized Area as defined by the 2010 Census and may be utilized 
anywhere within the CRTPO MPA boundary; and 

 
5. Allocation and distribution of federal transit planning funds for the Greater Hickory MPO will 

be based upon the Hickory, NC Urbanized Area as defined by the 2010 Census and may be 
utilized anywhere within the Greater Hickory MPO MPA boundary; and 



 
6. Data collection for planning activities shall be conducted jointly by the Greater Hickory MPO 

and CRTPO to support development of transportation planning activities, including but not 
limited to development of performance measures, Metropolitan Transportation Plans, 
Congestion Management Processes and the Metrolina Regional Travel Demand Model, 
which is housed at the Charlotte Department of Transportation and NCDOT. 

 



CRTPO 2045 Metropolitan Transportation Plan 
Goals & Objectives 

DRAFT 9-6-16 

2045 MTP Goals & Objectives 

1. Provide, manage and maintain a safe, efficient and sustainable transportation system
for all modes, intended to serve all segments of the population.

a. Designate resources to maintain the existing transportation system.

b. Manage congestion within the existing transportation system.

c. Develop an efficient, multimodal transportation system (CTP) capable of providing an
appropriate level of service for a variety of transportation modes.

d. Encourage design features that minimize crash potential, severity and frequency.

e. Provide all users a convenient, safe and comfortable way to reach their destination,
regardless of location, personal mobility level, age or economic status.

f. Promote future opportunities for inter-regional mobility through enhancements to
inter-city rail service and the provision of high-speed rail service.

g. Consider extreme weather-related vulnerability in the development of the plan.

h. Accommodate the implementation of new types of vehicles, fuels, modes of
transportation and logistics practices.

2. Encourage walking, bicycling and transit options, integrated with motor vehicle
transportation, by providing a transportation system that serves the public with
mobility choices.

a. Increase the connectivity of the existing street network, including minimizing barriers
and disconnections of the existing roadways, and improving access to activity centers.

b. Improve the transportation system by developing streets and highways that are
accessible to, or compatible with, multiple modes of transportation by utilizing design
standards consistent with NCDOT’s or local complete streets policies.

c. Include sidewalks and bicycle facilities in the design of roadways to accommodate and
encourage pedestrian and bicycle travel, and maximize linkages to off-road facilities and
transit services.

d. Support the operation of safe and efficient scheduled transit services that minimize
travel times and distances.

e. Encourage programs and incentives that promote ridesharing (or eliminate barriers to
ridesharing).
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f. Facilitate pedestrian and bicycle safety through public awareness programs. 
 

g. Support the implementation of the Charlotte Area Transit System’s currently adopted 
Corridor System Plan. 

 
3. Provide a sustainable transportation system that improves the quality of life for 

residents, promotes healthy living and is sensitive to significant features of the 
natural and human environments. 

 
a. Encourage the designation of truck routes that minimize exposure to neighborhoods 

and to historic and cultural resources. 
 

b. Plan transportation facilities that protect natural, cultural and historic resources. 
 

c. Develop transportation systems and programs that maintain or improve air quality, 
water quality, safety, and health outcomes. 

 
d. Promote transportation facility designs that minimize the impact of traffic noise on 

surrounding properties. 
 

e. Emphasize designing transportation systems and facilities that preserve and 
complement the area’s natural features. 

 
f. Plan transportation facilities that minimize neighborhood disruption and related 

impacts. 
 

4. Promote equitable transportation options for low income and minority 
neighborhoods, as well as the aging population. 

 
a. Support opportunities to serve the elderly and transportation-disadvantaged 

populations with convenient transportation to needed services. 
 

b. Provide meaningful opportunities for public involvement in the transportation planning 
process. 

 
5. Encourage    regional    collaboration    and    linkages    between transportation and 

land use planning. 
 

a. Develop a multimodal transportation system in a manner consistent with adopted land 
use plans. 

 
b. Support context sensitive design standards in order to encourage a transportation 

system that is compatible with the natural and built environment. 
 

c. Encourage land use strategies that maximize the potential for transit patronage and 
coverage. 

 
d. Encourage land use and density criteria for transit centers and corridors. 
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e. Provide linkages for pedestrians and/or bicyclists with neighborhoods, employment 
centers, services, commercial areas and other business districts, parks, greenways and 
cultural facilities such as schools and churches. 

 
 

6. Support economic competitiveness by making investment decisions for 
transportation modes that make the most efficient use of limited public resources, as 
well as by pursuing sustainable funding possibilities. 

 
a. Explore opportunities to minimize implementation and operation costs of 

transportation projects. 
 

b. Encourage the development of transportation projects that enhance the local and 
regional economies. 

 
c. Foster innovative financing and partnership opportunities for project development and 

implementation. 
 
d. Promote strategies that increase vehicle occupancy and the use of alternate modes by 

utilizing a full range of transportation demand management options. 
 

7. Maximize transportation opportunities for the movement of goods 
 

a. Develop, integrate and support a freight transportation system supporting the region’s 
position as a major freight hub via a network of highways, railroads and airports. 

 
b. Promote a freight transportation system that supports the movement of goods. 

 
c. Promote the integration of, or coordination among, different transportation modes by 

supporting intermodal terminals that facilitate the movement of goods. 
 

d. Reserve designated rail corridors for future needs. 
 

e. Encourage regional efforts to maximize the region’s competitiveness in freight and 
logistics. 

 
f. Support initiatives at international and regional airports that increase the attractiveness 

of the airports as major cargo facilities. 
 

g. Encourage land use planning that supports and promotes the movement of freight by 
railroad. 
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